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CUPles | Break 
the barrier 
A project in the Ubiquitous 
Computing course 

CUPles is about breaching barriers and 

bridging gaps between people through a 

ubiquitous device. This report explains the 

work done in five weeks in November and 

December 2010, in the Ubiquitous 

Computing course at Chalmers University of 

Technology. 

Background 

At cafeterias in Sweden people usually build 

a barrier to protect themselves from 

surrounding people. The same is true for 

groups. We believe that this is a typical 

Swedish behavior; people are afraid of 

disturbing other others, and they think that 

it’s embarrassing to make contact with 

unknown people. Sometimes people step 

out of their comfort zone and make contact 

anyway. Most of the time people react 

friendly and behave politely. The same 

situation also arises in Swedish public 

transportation (Larsson, 2007). In other 

words, when this barrier between two 

persons or groups is broken it often results 

in amusing and worthwhile conversations. 

 

Concept 

CUPles is about breaching barriers and 

bridging gaps between people through a 

ubiquitous device. By combining touch 

sensors, lighting, wireless technology and 

calm computing (Weiser & Brown, 1995) we 

are producing this interesting new approach 

to get people involved in new relationships 

and engaged in new discussion topics. The 

concept is built around the cafeteria, where 

the environment doesn't always encourage 

people to get to know each other; it’s often 

a quite private environment. 

 

Each person who might want to get involved 

in this experiment gets a cup, which is 

connected to all other cups. The cup can 

detect how you hold it and compares this to 

how other cups are being held. If two or 

more cups are held in a similar fashion, both 

cups will light up in the same color and give 

a haptic feedback, indicating that they have 

something in common and thereby give 

them an excuse to interact. 

Main goals of the project 

The main goal of the project is to make an 

artifact that invites for new relations and 

communication between people. The 

technical goal is to make two or three cups, 

connected by an Ad-hoc network. Each cup 

will also have the ability to read the pattern 

of the grip that the user who uses the cup 

has, hence the cup will be able to match with 

other alike grips in the network. When a 
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match is found, the cup should be able to 

change the color to match the other 

matched cups with the same color. An extra 

feature to the cups could be to install haptic 

inside the cups so that it vibrates when a 

match is found and/or when the user is close 

to match with another cup. The design has 

to be good-looking to make people 

interested in using the cups. Furthermore, in 

the long run it has to make the coffeehouses 

willing to buy a product like this. From a 

health and taste point of view, it is important 

that the cups do not release any toxic 

substances into drinkers by the beverage or 

by the contact with the lips and the cup 

material. Additionally the materials must not 

release any substances that give the 

beverage an unpleasant taste. The goal was 

to also make the cup feel good in the hand 

and be able to store at least 1.5 deciliter of 

beverage 

The context 

The main idea is that these cups can be used 

at coffeehouse, but there is also a possibility 

to use them for any kind of social 

intercourse. For example they can be used 

at different company team building activities, 

at group dating meetings or at private party's 

where they facilitate integration between 

different groups of friends. 

Realization 

The project had different prototyping stages, 

in which different options for configurations 

and materials where tested in order to 

achieve a functional and good looking final 

result. The stages related to materials of the 

cups as such and the interaction with them 

took the most time and we went through 

many iterations and tested many ideas 

before arriving at a final decision. 

At the beginning the idea was to construct 

the cups by ourselves. Our ambition was to 

handcraft some prototypes and after testing 

manufacture a final version in a 3D printer. 

We also deliberated if we should make a cup 

holder or the whole cup, and after 

prototyping we concluded that there was 

not much difference in terms of workload 

between the two options, so chose to make 

our own cups. Early on we focused on 

finding a material that could spread the light 

well enough to make visible from a 

reasonable distance. 

 

Figure 1: Three early iteration of how a cup holder 
could look. The one to the left is a simple little holder 
made out of neoprene. The middle picture shows a cup 
holder made out of Styrofoam. 
 

Early on we molded cups in hot glue; this 

material spread the light through the whole 

cup. We could also embed the required 

sensors inside this material, making them 

disappear inside the cup. However, during 

the actual cup building a couple of 

drawbacks of the material appeared. The 

construction of well-shaped cups in a fast 
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enough way was difficult because of the 

problems implied in working with hot glue. 

Hot glue, we learnt, is complicated to 

manipulate while melted due to its high 

viscosity. During the second iteration with 

this material we had many difficulties trying 

to embed the sensors and the LEDs. 

Another big drawback was that having the 

whole structure enclosed meant that 

mending the circuits would be very difficult.  

 

Figure 2: The creation and the result of the first hot 
glue cup 

 

In all iterations of the glue cup the idea was 

to have a mold in which to pour the melted 

glue; this requires that the glue cannot stick 

to the mold. Because of that we used tinfoil 

as material around the mold, but the tinfoil 

turned out to be even harder to remove 

from the surface of the cup. In the second 

iteration we remove the tinfoil, but learned 

that the tinfoil protected the glue from 

getting a beige-yellow color from the direct 

heat from the heating gun. These problems 

were unfortunate, since the cups worked 

really well from a lighting point of view, even 

in daylight.  

 

Figure 3: RGB LEDs mounted inside the second 
iteration of the glue cup 

 

After several tries we gave up on using glue 

and creating our own cups altogether. We 

were not having much progress and time 

was running out, so we decided to buy cups 

instead. 

 

 

Figure 4: Molding of glue cups 
 

We tried different materials and sizes of 

cups. The idea was to use a doubled shell 

cup and use the inner cup for the circuitry 

and the outer cup for lighting. We tried to 

find a material to fill the space between 

shells and achieve the same glowing effect. 

We experimented with shampoo, 

conditioner, coconut butter, paper and 

syrup with glitter, but the results weren’t 

good enough. Some of the materials 

conducted electricity, and others simply 

didn’t work well enough (partly because of 

the small distance between the two shells). 

In the end we decided to only light up the 
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bottom of the cup and give the rest a unique 

design. The capacitive sensors required a lot 

of testing and experimenting. After a 

number of different configurations we 

decided to use four sensors on the surface 

of the inner shell. The initial goal was to use 

at least six sensors, but the short distance 

between them caused them to interfere too 

much with each other. (We continued to 

enhance the sensors during the project, and 

in the end we might actually have improved 

them enough to use six, but we did not have 

time to test this).  

 

Figure 5: Building sensor prototypes 

 

The number of sensors heavily influenced 

the external design pattern. Each sensor was 

represented with stripes in black and white. 

This design gives the user some idea of how 

the cup senses the holding styles, giving the 

user some control over the matching 

process.  

 

 

Figure 6: Final external design 

 
Once the decisions about sensors and the 

design of the cup were made we started to 

create a circuit board that could fit inside. 

We were also limited by the fact that we 

had to be able to change the batteries and 

update the code easily. The first versions of 

the circuits weren’t useable. The following 

versions were much better but could still be 

greatly improved in how the components 

were soldered. The final circuit was compact 

and conveniently let us access the battery 

and the Arduino’s USB port. 

 

Figure 7: Soldering the circuits 

 
Our last challenge arose when testing the 

sensors with different cups and without 

using the connection to a PC with real 

ground. In these tests we realized that there 

was some trouble when using the capacitive 

sensors without having any connection from 

the circuits ground to the physical ground. 

We improved the design of the sensors by 

adding a grounded cooper layer under the 

sensors, and moved them closed to the 

surface to get better readings. Although it 

was not perfect, the performance was good 

enough to have the cups working for a long 

while without much trouble. 
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Figure 8: Iteration two of the glue cups 

 

 

Figure 9: Iteration three of the glue cups 
 

During the whole project we had a constant 

focus on the circuit size. The idea was to 

place all the circuits inside the cup and still, 

as mentioned above, keep a volume of at 

least 1.5 deciliters of beverage inside the 

cup. Naturally, the cup could be made very 

large. However this is not feasible to 

implement since it makes the cups very hard 

or even impossible, to hold with one hand. 

The aim was to make the cup look like an 

ordinary cup so that it would fit in to the 

surrounding in the coffeehouses. Therefore 

the heart of each cup is an Arduino nano 

which is one of the smaller Ardunios 

available on the market. The reason for this 

choice was the size. There was some extra 

work by using this kind of Ardunio instead of 

for example an Ardunio Main board. For 

more information about that please see 

discussion. To the Arduino nano we 

connected a wireless communication 

module, five high brightness RGB LED:s, four 

capacitive touch sensor and a little motor 

for the haptics. The wireless module is used 

to establish an Ad-hoc network 

communication between the cups so that 

they can send information about the users 

grip on the cups and match the pattern. 

Furthermore, the network makes the cups 

light up with the same color when they 

match. The five RGB LED:s makes it possible 

to have several cups active at the same time 

and multiply matches possible in the same 

room at once. In other words, RGB LED:s 

makes the system work in a coffeehouse 

with many guests which means many 

matches, rematches and other combinations. 

The system becomes much more flexible 

and open for other idea to match people by 

using RGB LED:s.  For example the idea 

could be to find a person with a cup lighted 

up in a color that you like, make your grip 

match so that you get the same color and 

then start a conversation with that person. 

This flexibility comes with a cost, which is 

that each RGB LED has four pins instead of 

two which result in a more complex circuit 

(for more information regarding this issue 

see discussion). The third part of the 

electronics inside the cup is the capacitive 

touch sensor which we used to find the 

pattern of the users grip of the cup. The 

capacitive sensor can be used on distance 
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which offers the possibility to place the 

sensor inside the cup and cover them from 

the users. The technique used for this is 

quite simple and basic; measure the time it 

takes to load a capacitor. By placing a finger 

close to the capacitor the loading time 

becomes longer since more capacitance is 

added. More information about this can be 

found at www.bytecraft.com at the Internet 

(the whole link is given at references). Even 

though the theoretical part is quite simple, it 

more complicated to implement it on a cup 

(please see discussion for more information 

regarding the problems with the 

implementations). The last function in the 

system that has been installed in the cups is 

the haptic function. This was the simplest 

part of the system and only includes a small 

DC motor with a weight that is not 

centered over the motor shaft, making the 

motor to vibrate. By connecting the motor 

to the cup the vibrations are spread to the 

cup. 

Evaluation 

The cup itself has changed its style and look 

many times during the development. Many of 

these changes were due to the fact that we 

didn’t have time to fix it as we would like to 

have it, but also because we found ways of 

improving the original idea, or taking it in a 

different direction. One of the major 

changes was the lighting up of the cup. 

Instead of making the whole cup glow, as 

was the idea from the beginning, just the 

bottom of the cup lights up. This makes it 

harder to notice if you have matched with 

someone or not. To make this easier to 

notice that you are matching we added 

haptics to the cup in form of vibrations so 

the user literally can sense that a matching is 

on the way. This haptic feature also added 

an important feature, which we didn’t think 

on in the original idea: the possibility to 

choose if you like to match with someone or 

not. By changing grip of the cup when the 

cup starts to vibrate you can avoid being 

matched with someone.  

To summarize we are pleased with how the 

cups turned out. Even though the design 

changed during the development of the cup, 

it has all the important features and even 

more features than we first thought of. We 

are really happy over the capacitive sensing 

which took a long time to configure, tweak 

and adjust before it worked decently. Even 

though the sensors aren’t 100% reliable, 

they work well enough to prove the 

concept. Also, the design and the possibility 

to actually use the cups, considering the free 

volume of at least 3 deciliter of beverage 

inside the cup, are things that we are proud 

that we managed to solve. The circuits we 

made are relatively small, and considering 

the size of our components and the circuits 

we required we are very satisfied with the 

outcome size-wise. 

 

During the exhibition we tried the cups on 

the visitors and the reaction was perhaps 

even better than we thought. Many people 

really liked the concept. We think that the 

visual and haptic working in symbiosis to 
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create meaningful feedback to the user made 

the cup appreciated. Sometimes the haptics 

in a system is just complementary, for 

example the vibrations when you push a 

button on a smart-phone, but in our system 

the haptics is a necessary part of the 

interaction design. 

Future work 

We believe that our concept is most 

interesting for bridging groups of people 

rather than pairs. Pairing up people will be 

too much like speed dating; it is questionable 

if people who are not already very outgoing 

would use such a design. However, giving a 

person an “invitation” to be part of a group 

means that the person does not have to step 

so far out of their comfort zone. Therefore 

it might be a good idea to only match groups 

of at least three people. Placing a maximum 

size on the group is probably also a good 

idea; if too many people have the same 

holding style they could be split up into 

multiple groups. To answer these questions, 

however, field studies need to be carried 

out. Testing the cups in a real life context 

would also answer a number of other 

questions, for example:  

 Does the interaction design need to 

be more structured, or is it useful in 

its current design; is the number of 

sensors sufficient, and are they 

placed optimally? 

 Do users feel that they have some 

level of control over the cups, and is 

this level optimal for the purpose of 

the cups? 

 Are the cups intuitive enough for 

users to “just use” or does the 

design need to convey more 

information to the user about the 

functionality? 

Discussion 

In the beginning of the project the idea was 

to build our own cups. Hence, materials that 

could spread light and act as a stable 

material to build the cup with (or the cup 

holders that we also thought of in the 

beginning), were considered. During the 

collection of information it was found out 

that scratched plastic could be used. 

However this did not work when it was 

tested since it did not spread the light well, 

at least not the color of the light. Probably 

more fine-grained sandpaper and another 

type of plastic would have had to be used. 

Unfortunately that kind of plastic could not 

be found so the scrubbed hard plastic idea 

was abandoned. Instead glue from a glue gun 

was tested as material which spread the light 

very favorable.  

If we did it again we probably would have 

done it differently. Perhaps a higher focus 

would have been held on hard plastic (2 

component plastic) instead of the glue. The 

reason to this is that when the first cup was 

molded (see Figure 10) the color of the glue 

was white and good looking. However, the 

shape wasn’t good and the material (tin foil 
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on the outside and paper on the inside) had 

got stuck in the glue and was difficult to 

remove. Still the group hoped that it would 

be able to refine the molding procedure by 

shape it from a glass (see Figure 11). Even 

though the shape was alright the glue got a 

dirty yellow look. 

 

Figure 10: Here you can see the color difference 
between the cup made with tinfoil around (left) and the 
cup made without tinfoil around (right). Also different 
design of sensor is shown in the picture (the net and 

the white wire inside the cups, they are melted down 
inside the glue). 
 

 
 
Figure 11: Here is a picture of the glass jar which we 

used to shape the new bigger cup. Unfortunately the 
color of the cup got bad during the molding and when 
taking the glue glass out from the glass jar at the 
second time we used it, it broke. The picture is taken 

from an ongoing molding process. 

First we thought it might be the dust and 

sawdust from the workshop so we did it 

again but still not a good result. Now 

afterward we believe that the reason for the 

other yellowish color is that the glue got too 

hot, but when we tried it the first time with 

tinfoil around the glue the direct heat from 

the heating gun was probably limited and 

spread out over the larger glue area 

preventing the glue from getting too hot. 

 

Figure 12: Josef with the dual layer cup 

 

Many hours were spent working with the 

molding of glue, but in the end it wasn’t used 

at all. After several failed attempts with the 

glue the desperate rose, until a plastic cup in 

two parts was found (See Figure 12). The 

only issue was that we needed to find a nice 

material to put inside. Here we tried all 

kinds of fill-up materials, first we thought 
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that conditioner looked really good, but 

realized that our sensor didn’t work, 

because conditioner contain water (as well 

as shampoo) which made it electrical 

conductive and made the sensor to stop 

working because they got connect with each 

other via the conditioner. So we tried 

coconut fat, but it was not transparent 

enough, and syrup didn’t give a distinct 

color, and a mixture of them did not work 

either.  

And the glitter in syrup, which we hoped 

should reflect the light, disappointed us to. 

We spent a lot of time to find out which fill-

up material to use until we decided to wait 

with the searching of material and focus on 

the electronics instead. This was a correct 

decision, only that we should have done that 

earlier; we shouldn’t have got stuck on it. 

Even though we worked with the electronics 

at the same time, we lost focus and speed of 

that development. There were problems 

with many of the materials, for example, we 

found out that balsam and found out that 

transparent glue from a standard glue gun 

gave a really good result when it came to 

distribute a really clear and distinct color. 

Related work 

MediaCup; an ordinary coffee cup 

augmented with sensing, processing and 

communication capabilities (integrated in the 

cup's bottom), to collect and communicate 

general context information in a given 

environment. It is an example how to equip 

everyday objects with computing and 

communication capabilities. With the 

MediaCup setup (consisting of several cups 

and other equipment) we explore the added 

value of computerized everyday objects. 

(Biegl, Gellersen, & Schmidt, 2001) 
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Appendix 1: Circuit design schematic 
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Appendix 2: Software flowchart 
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Appendix 3: Source code, CUPles made with Arduino 

You can also download the code online: http://cuples2010.wordpress.com 

#include <CapSense.h> 

#include <Spi.h> 

#include <mirf.h> 

#include <nRF24L01.h> 

#include <avr/sleep.h> 

#include <avr/wdt.h> 

// Cup Network Configuration 

#define cupCount 3 

#define myId 2 

 

// Sensor Configuration 

#define Threshold 8 

#define Samples 2 

#define SensorTimeout 10 

 

// Vibration Configuration 

#define VibrationDuration 500 

#define VibrationPeriod 1000 // Must be bigger than VibrationDuration 

#define VibrationCount 3 
 

// Matching Configuration 

#define TimeBeforeHoldingStyleDecision 2000 

#define TimeBeforeMatchingDecision 4000 

#define TimeForMatchingExpiration 15000 // Must be bigger than TimeBeforeMatchingDecision 
 

// Arduino PIN Configuration 

#define PinLEDRed A0 

#define PinLEDGreen A1 

#define PinLEDBlue A3 

#define PinVibrator 4 

#define PinSensorSignal A4 

#define PinSensorA 3 

#define PinSensorB 6 

#define PinSensorC 9 

#define PinSensorD 7 

#define PinRFCSN A5 

#define PinRFCE A2 
 

unsigned int tcnt2; 

unsigned long 

currentTimestamp=0,myDecisionTimestamp=0,myMatchingTimestamp=0,myTimestamp=0,rTimestamp=0; 

unsigned long rPacket, sPacket; 

unsigned long knowledgeBase[cupCount][3] = {{ 0, 0, 0 } , { 0, 0, 0 } , { 0, 0, 0 }}; 

byte holdingStyles[16]={0,1,1,2,1,3,2,4,1,2,3,4,2,4,4,5}; 

byte myPreviousHoldingStyle=0,myCurrentHoldingStyle=0,myTouchedSensorCount=0; 

byte myHoldingStyle=0,myColor=0,rId=0,rHoldingStyle=0,rColor=0,rMatchingId,rMatchingColor; 

byte vibrationPeriodNumber,x=0; 

boolean sensor1=false,sensor2=false,sensor3=false,sensor4=false; 

boolean vibrationEnabled=false; 

unsigned long vibrationStartTime=0; 

boolean hasMatchCandidate=false; 
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byte matchCandidateId=0; 
 

CapSense touchSensor1 = CapSense(PinSensorSignal,PinSensorA); 

CapSense touchSensor2 = CapSense(PinSensorSignal,PinSensorB); 

CapSense touchSensor3 = CapSense(PinSensorSignal,PinSensorC); 

CapSense touchSensor4 = CapSense(PinSensorSignal,PinSensorD); 

 

void setup(){ 

noInterrupts(); 

// Configure pins 

pinMode(PinLEDRed, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(PinLEDGreen, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(PinLEDBlue, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(PinVibrator, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(PinSensorSignal, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(PinSensorA, INPUT); 

pinMode(PinSensorB, INPUT); 

pinMode(PinSensorC, INPUT); 

pinMode(PinSensorD, INPUT); 

 

// Configure RF Module 

Mirf.csnPin = PinRFCSN; 

Mirf.cePin = PinRFCE; 

Mirf.init(); 

Mirf.setRADDR((byte *)"cupNT"); 

Mirf.setTADDR((byte *)"cupNT"); 

Mirf.payload = sizeof(unsigned long); 

Mirf.channel = 10; 

Mirf.config(); 

 

// Configure Capasitive Sensors 

touchSensor1.set_CS_AutocaL_Millis(0xFFFFFFFF); 

touchSensor2.set_CS_AutocaL_Millis(0xFFFFFFFF); 

touchSensor3.set_CS_AutocaL_Millis(0xFFFFFFFF); 

touchSensor4.set_CS_AutocaL_Millis(0xFFFFFFFF); 

touchSensor1.set_CS_Timeout_Millis(SensorTimeout); 

touchSensor2.set_CS_Timeout_Millis(SensorTimeout); 

touchSensor3.set_CS_Timeout_Millis(SensorTimeout); 

touchSensor4.set_CS_Timeout_Millis(SensorTimeout); 
 

interrupts(); 

lightUp(1); // Test LEDs 

delay(500); 

lightUp(2); 

delay(500); 

lightUp(3); 

delay(500); 

lightUp(7); 

delay(500); 

lightUp(0); // Turn off the LEDs 
 

// Configure Timer Interrupt 

TIMSK2 &= ~(1<<TOIE2); 

TCCR2A &= ~((1<<WGM21) | (1<<WGM20)); 

TCCR2B &= ~(1<<WGM22); 
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ASSR &= ~(1<<AS2); 

TIMSK2 &= ~(1<<OCIE2A); 

TCCR2B |= (1<<CS22) | (1<<CS20) | (1<<CS21); 

tcnt2 =1; 

TCNT2 = tcnt2; 

TIMSK2 |= (1<<TOIE2); 
 

// Configure & Enable Sleep Mode 

set_sleep_mode(SLEEP_MODE_IDLE); 

sleep_enable(); 

 

// Enable Watchdog Timer 

wdt_enable(WDTO_8S); 

//Serial.begin(9600); 

activateVibration(); // Test vibration 

} 
 

void loop() { 

interrupts(); 

currentTimestamp=millis(); 

updateHoldingStyle(); 

vibration(); 

lightUp(myColor); 

toSleep(); 

} 

 

void sendPacket(byte id, unsigned long timestamp, byte holdingstyle, byte color){ 

sPacket=1000000000*id+(timestamp%9999999)*100+holdingstyle*10+color; 

Mirf.send((byte *) &sPacket); 

while(Mirf.isSending()){ 

TCNT2 = tcnt2; 

} 

} 
 

void wakeupFunction(){ 

noInterrupts(); 

if(Mirf.dataReady()){ 

do{ 

Mirf.getData((byte *) &rPacket); 

rId=floor(rPacket/1000000000); 

if(rId==4 && myColor==0){ 

rMatchingColor=rPacket%10; 

rMatchingId=((rPacket-rMatchingColor)/10)%10; 

rTimestamp=((rPacket%1000000000)-rMatchingId*10-rMatchingColor)/100; 

if(rMatchingId==myId){ 

myMatchingTimestamp=currentTimestamp-TimeBeforeMatchingDecision-50; 

myColor=rMatchingColor; 

} 

} 

else if(rId!=myId){ 

rColor=rPacket%10; 

rHoldingStyle=((rPacket-rColor)/10)%10; 

rTimestamp=((rPacket%1000000000)-rHoldingStyle*10-rColor)/100; 

if(rTimestamp>knowledgeBase[rId][0] || rTimestamp<(knowledgeBase[rId][0]-100)){ 

knowledgeBase[rId][0]=rTimestamp; 

knowledgeBase[rId][1]=rHoldingStyle; 
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knowledgeBase[rId][2]=rColor; 

//Serial.println(rPacket); 

} 

} 

} 

while(!Mirf.rxFifoEmpty()); 

} 

interrupts(); 

} 
 

void toSleep(){ 

wdt_reset(); 

noInterrupts(); 

attachInterrupt(0,wakeupFunction,LOW); 

interrupts(); 

sleep_mode(); 

sleep_disable(); 

detachInterrupt(0); 

} 
 

void checkSensors(){ 

myTouchedSensorCount=0; 
 

sensor1 = (touchSensor1.capSense(Samples)>Threshold); 

sensor2 = (touchSensor2.capSense(Samples)>Threshold); 

sensor3 = (touchSensor3.capSense(Samples)>Threshold); 

sensor4 = (touchSensor4.capSense(Samples)>Threshold); 
 

if(sensor1) myTouchedSensorCount+=8; 

if(sensor2) myTouchedSensorCount+=4; 

if(sensor3) myTouchedSensorCount+=2; 

if(sensor4) myTouchedSensorCount+=1; 
 

myCurrentHoldingStyle=holdingStyles[myTouchedSensorCount]; 

} 
 

void updateHoldingStyle(){ 

if(myCurrentHoldingStyle!=0 && myCurrentHoldingStyle!=myPreviousHoldingStyle){ 

myPreviousHoldingStyle=myCurrentHoldingStyle; 

myDecisionTimestamp=currentTimestamp; 

} 

if((currentTimestamp-myDecisionTimestamp)>TimeBeforeHoldingStyleDecision){ 

myHoldingStyle=myPreviousHoldingStyle; 

} 

} 

 

void checkForMatch(){ 

if(myColor>0 && (currentTimestamp-myMatchingTimestamp)>TimeForMatchingExpiration){ // Match 

expires 

myColor=0; 

hasMatchCandidate=false; 

} 

if(myColor==0 && hasMatchCandidate){ 

if(myHoldingStyle==knowledgeBase[matchCandidateId][1] && knowledgeBase[matchCandidateId][2]==0){ 

if((currentTimestamp-myMatchingTimestamp)>TimeBeforeMatchingDecision){ 
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myColor=findUnusedColor(); 

sendPacket(4,myTimestamp,matchCandidateId,myColor); 

} 

} 

else{ 

hasMatchCandidate=false; 

myMatchingTimestamp=0; 

deactivateVibration(); 

} 

} 

if(myColor==0 && !hasMatchCandidate){ 

if(myHoldingStyle==0 || myColor>0) 

return; 

for(byte i=0;i<cupCount;i++){ 

if(myId!=i && myHoldingStyle==knowledgeBase[i][1] && knowledgeBase[i][2]==0){ 

myMatchingTimestamp=currentTimestamp; 

matchCandidateId=i; 

activateVibration(); 

hasMatchCandidate=true; 

return; 

} 

} 

} 

} 
 

ISR(TIMER2_OVF_vect) { 

wdt_reset(); 

noInterrupts(); 

if((++x%32)==0){ 

checkSensors(); 

checkForMatch(); 

myTimestamp=(currentTimestamp/100)%9999999; 

knowledgeBase[myId][0]=myTimestamp; 

knowledgeBase[myId][1]=myHoldingStyle; 

knowledgeBase[myId][2]=myColor; 

for(byte i=0;i<cupCount;i++){ 

sendPacket(i,knowledgeBase[i][0],knowledgeBase[i][1],knowledgeBase[i][2]); 

} 

} 

TCNT2 = tcnt2; 

interrupts(); 

} 

 

void vibration(){ 

if(vibrationEnabled){ 

vibrationPeriodNumber=round((currentTimestamp-vibrationStartTime)/VibrationPeriod); 

if(vibrationPeriodNumber>=VibrationCount) 

vibrationEnabled=false; 

else 

{ 

if(((currentTimestamp-vibrationStartTime)%VibrationPeriod)<VibrationDuration) 

digitalWrite(PinVibrator, HIGH); 

else 

digitalWrite(PinVibrator, LOW); 

} 

} 
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else{ 

digitalWrite(PinVibrator, LOW); 

vibrationStartTime=0; 

} 

} 
 

byte findUnusedColor(){ 

byte selectedColor=0; 

while(selectedColor==0) 

{ 

selectedColor=random(1,8); 

for(byte i=0;i<cupCount;i++){ 

if(myId!=i && selectedColor==knowledgeBase[i][2]){ 

selectedColor=0; 

break; 

} 

} 

} 

return selectedColor; 

} 
 

void activateVibration(){ 

vibrationStartTime=currentTimestamp; 

vibrationEnabled=true; 

} 
 

void deactivateVibration(){ 

vibrationEnabled=false; 

} 

 

void lightUp(byte colorId){ 

switch (colorId) { 

case 1: // RED 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, -255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, -255); 

break; 

case 2: // GREEN 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, -255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, -255); 

break; 

case 3: // BLUE 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, -255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, -255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, 255); 

break; 

case 4: // RED+GREEN 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, -255); 

break; 

case 5: // RED+BLUE 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, -255); 
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analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, 255); 

break; 

case 6: // GREEN+BLUE 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, -255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, 255); 

break; 

case 7: // RED+GREEN+BLUE 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, 255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, 255); 

break; 

default: // GO OFF 

analogWrite(PinLEDRed, -255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDGreen, -255); 

analogWrite(PinLEDBlue, -255); 

} 

} 

 

 


